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Abstract: With increasingly complexity in Multi-Agent Systems (MAS), the problem of their verification and validation is acquiring increasing importance and rigorous design practices are needed in case of critical applications. Event B, which provides an accessible and rigorous development method, is ideal for the formal modelling of reactive systems. In this paper, a practical approach for developing flexible and reliable formal specifications of MAS using Event B is described, exemplified on Contract Net Protocol (CNP) in the interaction of MAS and B models generated with evi2b supported by Atelier B are then proven in consistency and correctness. All the concepts of this approach are illustrated by a case study concerning the use of Event B for the modelling and verifying a multi-modal platform associating an intellectualized design system of shape and style in automobile. Moreover, the results of proof and evaluation of present method are presented.
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INTRODUCTION

With increasingly complexity in MAS, rigorous design practices are needed in case of critical applications. The development process of these systems needs a sound methodology, which ensures quality, consistency and integrity. As a practically effective approach in recent years, formal methods provide systematic and quantifiable approaches to create coherent systems. Application of formal methods to modelling and verifying MAS is a practically effective approach in recent years.

A number of different formal approaches have been applied as candidates to model MAS. Most of them were using the Z method (d’Inverno et al., 1997) or Petri Nets (Moldt and Wienberg, 1997), but recently, the B method (Abrial, 1996) emerges as a promising choice (Mermet, 2002; Fadil and Koning, 2005) to model and reason about systems. Furthermore, Event B (Metayer et al., 2005), an adaptation of the B method, is more suitable for modelling reactive and distributed systems and verifying the correctness of functional distribution among its different components. Software development in Event B involves abstractly specifying the requirements of the system and then refining these requirements through several steps to create a concrete description of the system that can be translated to programming code. With the aid of B Tools (Atelier B, B-Toolkit, B-free and Click ‘n’ Prover) and associated UML tool (the U2B translator), Event B is ideal for formal modelling of reactive systems, providing an accessible and rigorous development method that is suitable for reactive systems (Ball and Butler, 2006). The U2B tool, converting Rational Rose UML Class diagrams (including attached state charts) into the B notation, is a script file that runs within Rational Rose and converts the currently open model to B (Snook and Butler, 2000), which makes modelling with B more appealing to software engineers.

Ongoing research in present Laboratory, an Intellectualized Design System of Shape and Style in Automobile (IDSSSA), is aimed toward developing a distributed cooperative design platform to realize modernized design of complex manufacture. IDSSSA is a closed, dynamic, distributed agent-based system which contains autonomous agents, both stationary and mobile, that cooperate in order to provide an efficient and reliable intellectualized design in a web-based industrial design environment and that comprise design repositories.
(for example, cases repositories, knowledge bases and document repositories, etc.) agents, information retrieval agents, cases-reconstruction agents, supervisor (involved in authority, or document, etc.) agents, operator agents, consultant agents and so on. Present task is to achieve the both instant and reliable retrieval of principal characters of automobile parts, such as fashions (American styles, Japanese styles, etc.), models (Benz or Toyota), the sizes of parts (external length, width and height) and additionally, other customized automobile feature unlisted above-texture of parts, for example. Up to now, a prototype system has been developed and is under trial run. The prototype system can carry out concept-based parts retrieval, characteristic-based parts retrieval and content-based parts retrieval.

In this study, we will model retrieval system as multi-agent systems, using Event B and then verify correctness and consistency of the stepwise development.

OVERALL SPECIFICATION

After revising the E-CARGO model (Zhu et al., 2006; Liu and Zhu, 2006), we introduce a new roles-based collaboration model, which supports the agent evolutions, as the infrastructure of present further specification and verification.

Roles-based collaboration multi-agent model and its specification: Any multi-agent system encompasses the following elements (Ferber, 1999): the environment shared by all the system agents, a set of objects located within the environment, that can be created, deleted or modified by the agents, a set of agents that are the active entities of the system, a set of links that join the objects and the agents together and a set of operations that enable to create, manipulate and convert agents and objects. Such agents can play various roles during a communication process. In the meantime, they may belong to groups depending on their role.

Therefore, we modify the model of Zhu et al. (2006) and model our multi-agent system using a roles-based collaboration system described as a 9-tuple $\Sigma := \langle O, A, M, R, E, G, P, s0, H^* \rangle$, where

- $O$ is a set of objects. An object $o := \langle n_o, s, F \rangle$, where $n_o$ is the identification of the object, $s$ is a data structure whose values are called states or attributes (or properties), $F$ is a set of the function definitions or implementations;
- $A$ is a set of agents. An agent $a := \langle n_a, I_a, I_p \rangle$, where $n_a$ is the identification of the agent, $I_a$ means a set of identifications of roles the agent is taking and $I_p$ denotes a set of identifications of groups the agent belongs to;
- $M$ is a set of messages. A message $m := \langle n_m, w, v \rangle$, where $n_m$ is the identification of the message, $w$ is the sender of the message expressed by an identification of a role, $v$ is the receiver of the message;
- $R$ is a set of roles. A role $r := \langle n_r, I_r \rangle$, where $n_r$ is the identification of the role, $I_r$ is a set of identifications of agents that are playing this role;
- $E$ is a set of environments. An environment $e := \langle n_e, B \rangle$, where $n_e$ is the identification of the environment and $B$ is a set of tuples of role $R$ and number range $q, B = \{N_r, q^\}$;
- $G$ is a set of groups. A group $g := \langle n_g, e, J \rangle$, where $n_g$ is the identification of the group, $e$ is an environment for the group $g$ to work and $J$ is a set of relations of mapping an agent $Na$ to a role $N_r$;
- $P$ is a set of protocols;
- $s0$ is the initial state of a collaborative system, expressed by initial values of all the components $O, A, M, R, E, G, P$ and $H$;
- $H$ is a set of human users who are validly authorized.

In term of the collaboration model, we may model an agent as an abstract system in Event B, called S_Agent, containing a description of its state and a number of events.

```
SYSTEM S_AGEN TS
SETS
AGENTS = \{agent_query, agent_base, agent_base2\};
GROUPES = \{groupe_case\};
ROLES = \{case_query, case_base\};
PROTOCOLS = \{cnp, other\};
HUMANS = \{designer, guest\};
VARIABLES
agents, roles, protocols, groups, users, assigned_roles, current_roles, assigned_users, current_users, part_of, supported
INVARIANT
agents \subseteq AGENTS;
roles \subseteq ROLES;
protocols \subseteq PROTOCOLS;
groupe \subseteq GROUPES;
users \subseteq HUMANS;
assigned_roles \langle agents \times roles \times current_roles \times assigned_users \times current_users \times part_of \times supported, roles \times assigned_users \times part_of \times supported \rangle;
```

We denote $A, G, R, P$ and $H$ of the model with five sets, named AGENTS, GROUPES, ROLES, PROTOCOLS and HUMANS, respectively. The INVARIANT clause identifies the variable types and the constraints they should satisfy, so it can express the static laws of the system, properties, requirements and relation between the variables. For example, we can deliver a message, in the
INARIANT clause, that any agent belongs to one or several groups and a group has zero or more agents. The relationship between an agent and a group is denoted by part of. Similarly, the current_role relationship indicates an agent’s current role and supported denotes that the agents supporting one or several protocols. In this study, we only use the Contract Net Protocol.

The events of S_Agents, as the dynamic part, are defined in the EVENTS clause. Each atomic event is composed of a guard and a generalized substitution. The necessary events are the ones for creating and deleting an agent, adding a role to an agent, changing the role of an agent, create current role and so on.

EVENTS
/* creating a new agent ag */
create_agent(ag)
when
ag(AGENTS)
ag(agents)
then
agents := agentsU(ag)
end

/* deleting a new agent ag */
delete_agent(ag)
when
ag(AGENTS)
agents := agents \ a (ag)
end

/* creating a new role rl */
create_role(rl)
when
rl(ROLES) \ r(rl)
then
roles := rolesU(rl)
end

/* adding a role rl to a agent ag */
add_role(rl, ag)
when
rl(roles) \ r(rl)
agents := agents \ a (ag)
then
assigned_roles :=
assigned_roles \ r(rl)
end

/* deleting a role rl of agent ag */
delete_role(rl, ag)
when
rl(roles) \ r(rl)
agents := agents \ a (ag)
then
assigned_roles :=
assigned_roles \ r(rl)
end

/* assigning a role rl as current role of an agent ag */
create_current(rl, ag)
when
rl(roles) \ r(rl)
agents := agents \ a (ag)
then
current_roles := (ag, r(rl))
end

/* changing the current role of an agent ag from rl to rl */
change_roles(rl1, rl2, ag)
when
rl(roles) \ r(rl1)
agents := agents \ a (ag)
then
assigned_roles :=
assigned_roles \ r(rl1)
end

/* responding the propose from ag_par with the message msg */
response(msg, ag_int, ag_par)
when
ag(agenda) \ a (ag_par)
states := states \ s (ag_par)
then
agent_groups := group(a (ag_par))
end

/* informing ag_int about the interaction result with the message msg */
inform_msg(msg, ag_par, ag_int)
when
ag(agenda) \ a (ag_par)
states := states \ s (ag_par)
then
agent_groups := group(a (ag_par))
end

Some sets are defined for messages exchanges between the initiator agent and the other participating agents. The set MESSAGES contains all possible eight types of messages exchanged with CNP protocol. The set STATES indicates the possible agent states of the Initiator or the Participants. The set DEADLINE owns two opposite states indicating whether the deadline has expired or not, respectively.

Four necessary events of S_CNP are used to dispose of the exchanged messages according to the CNP protocol, i.e., starting system, answer cfg, response and inform_msg, described as follows.

EVENTS
/* starting an interactive cycle */
starting_system(agi)
when
agi(agenda) \ a (agi)
then
deadline := time()
states := (agent_groups := (agi)) \ (states := (agi)) \ (agi := initiator)
end

/* answering the proposal from ag_par with the message msg */
answer_proposal(msg, ag_int, ag_par)
when
ag(agenda) \ a (ag_par)
states := states \ s (ag_par)
then
agent_groups := group(a (ag_par))
end

/* informing ag_int about the interaction result with the message msg */
inform_msg(msg, ag_par, ag_int)
when
ag(agenda) \ a (ag_par)
states := states \ s (ag_par)
then
agent_groups := group(a (ag_par))
end

FIPA Contract Net protocol and its specification: FIPA Contract Net Protocol (FIPA, 2002; Smith, 1980) is a minor modification of the original CNP proposed of the widely used CNP, originally developed by Smith and Davis, in that it adds rejection and confirmation communicative acts. The representation of FIPA CNP is given in Fig. 1, based on extensions to UML 1.x.

Here, we model FIPA Contract Net Protocol as an abstract system, called S_CNP, to manage the contract process between two agents. The abstract system S_CNP includes the S_Agent to enable the use of all the variables and operations as well as verify the invariants.
CASES RETRIEVAL
SPECIFICATION OF INTELLECTUALIZED DESIGN SYSTEM OF SHAPE AND STYLE IN AUTOMOBILE

In this intellectualized design system of shape and style in automobile (IDSSSA), let us study the scenario of a characteristic-based cases retrieval, where the retrieval engine is an initiator agent (Agent_Query) that has to search automobile’s parts with largest similarity in cases repositories according to the need of designer. It contacts cases repositories agents (Agent_Base1 and Agent_Base2), an operator agent (agent_user) and a cases-reconstruction agent (agent_redo). We only focus on the interaction about how to choose satisfactory parts by their similarities, as described in Fig. 2.

We will model each agent and each role as an Event B system and eventually construct a whole system using the INCLUDES clause. The overall specifications are incrementally constructed using composition, as shown in Fig. 3.

The Agent_Query agent plays the role of Case_Query and Agent_Base1 or Agent_Base2 takes the role of Case_Base. The following specifications only involve the scenario relating with the CNP. For space reasons, we discuss only necessary events, with detailed specifications omitted.

**Specification of the Agent_Query agent:** When invoked, Agent_Query taking the Case_Query role starts the communication by sending a cfp message to all other agents in the same work group, i.e., Agent_Base1 and Agent_Base2, which play the Case_Base role.

We use only two necessary events in the system Agent_Query. Event cfp_agent_query is used to emit cfp to invoke the cfp_query event, with the parameters of which leng, wid, heig are the dimension of the automotive parts and sty, par, mod, fea are related pieces of information such as style, name of parts, model and feature description. In turn, the event cfp_query in the Case_Query role module calls the starting system event of the S_CNP system.

Event resp_propose responds the propose message from the participating agent with send_response from the Case_Query module. After all participating agents have responded the cfp message with a propose, the initiator agent selects the appropriate participating agent which has retrieved a required part with the largest similarity.
Later, the accept-proposal message is sent to the selected agent, whereas, the reject-proposal message is sent to the unselected agent.

In the Case_Query role module, we aid the agent Agent_Query with three events to communicate with the participating agent. The last event comp_simil is used to select the largest value of similarity in the retrieved parts obtained from the two participating agent. Only all the propose messages have been sent to Agent_Query and the largest similarity is obtained, the send_response event sends out accept-proposal or reject-proposa message by invoking event response from the S_CNP system.

```inform7
SYSTEM Case_Query
INCLUDES S_CNP
SETS
TASKS={search_parts, case_redo}
STYLES={American, European, Japanese}; FEATURE;
PARTS={engine, assembly, tyre, underpan, dynamo, radiator, seat...};
MODEL={Benz, BMW, Audi, Ford, Porsche, Cadillac, Toyota, Honda...}
VARIABLES
style, parts, model, length, width, height, features, simil1, simil2,
c_simul, propposed, user
INVARIANT
style\in\text{STYLES}, parts\in\text{PARTS},
model\in\text{MODEL}, length, width, height, features\in\text{FEATURE},

simil1, simil2, c_simul, propposed, user

OUTPUT
 atividade; Agen

INITIALISATION
length, width, height, simil1, simil2, c_simul = 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0

EVENTS
/* computing the maximum similarity c_simul of retrieved parts from all the participating agents */
comp_simil any\ag\par where
ag_par=agent_groupA
state(ag_par)=ParticipantA
ag_name=agent_groupA

/* computing the maximum similarity c_simul of retrieved parts from all the participating agents */
comp_simil any\ag\par where
ag_par=agent_groupA
state(ag_par)=ParticipantA
ag_name=agent_groupA

then
if simil1 = 0
then simil1 = c_simul
else
simil2 = c_simul
propose = TRUE
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
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There are four necessary events used in the Case_Base module to cooperate with the Agent_Base and the S_CNP. Obviously, the event verify_avail is used to explore a matched part and the simili could compute and return the similarity value of a particular part according to a certain retrieval condition. The event propose_si is used to calculate the similarity of retrieved part and answer the initiator agent with answer_cfp event. The last one, send_inform, is used to transfer the data of retrieved automobile part and when finished the transfer, finish this communication by sending message inform-done: inform to the initiator agent, Agent_Query.

### SYSTEM Case_Base

- **INCLUDES S_CNP**

### SETS:

- **STYLES** = {American, European, Japanese}; **FEATURE**
- **PARTS** = {engine, assembly, jyre, underpan, dynamo, radiator, seat, ...};
- **MODELS** = {Benz, BMW, Audi, Ford, Porsche, Cadillac, Toyota, Honda, ...}

### VARIABLES


### INVARIANT


### INITIALISATION

- **avail** = FALSE, **query**, **style**, **part**, **model**, **long**, **wide**, **high**, **features**, **c_simili** = 0, **part_id** = 0

### EVENTS

- **/ whether a matched part is found */

**verify avail** (sty, par, mod, long, wide, high, fea) when

- **style**, **STYLES**, **style**, **PARTS**, **mode**, **MODELS**
- **long**, **wide**, **features**
- **c_simili**, **part**, **part_id** = 0

### S_AGENTS

Includes

- **S_CNP**

- **Case Base**

- **Agent_Query**

### Case_Query

Includes

- **Case Base**

### Agent_Query

Includes

- **Agent Base 1**
- **Agent Base 2**

---

**Fig. 3:** The includes relationship among subsystems

### MECHANICAL PROOF ON THE CASES RETRIEVAL OF IDSSSA

After the abstract systems in Event B have been translated into classical abstract machines using ev2b (MATISSE, 2001), we may use Atelier B to check system consistency and correctness during the initialization and refinement. With ev2b tool we can generate also the additional proof obligations that are needed to prove correct refinement of MAS.

**Consistency check:** The consistency of the abstract system is established by proof obligations. The semantics of an abstract system rise from its invariant and is guaranteed by proof obligations. The consistency of the system is established by the invariant of the system holding in every state reached by each event. More precisely, it should be proved that the initialization establishes the invariant and new invariant is preserved when each event modifies state variables, provided that invariant holds with older variable values and event guard holds. For example, to show that the initialization of S_AGENTS is correct, we would have the following proof obligation:

\[ \phi \subseteq AGENTS \wedge \phi \subseteq ROLES \wedge \phi \subseteq GROUPES \wedge \phi \subseteq HUMANS \wedge \phi \subseteq PROTOCOLS \wedge \phi \subseteq \phi \]

and the proof obligation for the first invoking of event create_agent(ag) is as follows:

\[ \phi \subseteq AGENTS \wedge \phi \subseteq ROLES \wedge \phi \subseteq GROUPES \wedge \phi \subseteq HUMANS \wedge \phi \subseteq PROTOCOLS \wedge \phi \subseteq \phi \]

\[ \phi \subseteq AGENTS \wedge \phi \subseteq ROLES \wedge \phi \subseteq GROUPES \wedge \phi \subseteq HUMANS \wedge \phi \subseteq PROTOCOLS \wedge \phi \subseteq \phi \]

\[ \phi \subseteq AGENTS \wedge \phi \subseteq ROLES \wedge \phi \subseteq GROUPES \wedge \phi \subseteq HUMANS \wedge \phi \subseteq PROTOCOLS \wedge \phi \subseteq \phi \]

\[ \phi \subseteq AGENTS \wedge \phi \subseteq ROLES \wedge \phi \subseteq GROUPES \wedge \phi \subseteq HUMANS \wedge \phi \subseteq PROTOCOLS \wedge \phi \subseteq \phi \]

\[ \phi \subseteq AGENTS \wedge \phi \subseteq ROLES \wedge \phi \subseteq GROUPES \wedge \phi \subseteq HUMANS \wedge \phi \subseteq PROTOCOLS \wedge \phi \subseteq \phi \]

\[ \phi \subseteq AGENTS \wedge \phi \subseteq ROLES \wedge \phi \subseteq GROUPES \wedge \phi \subseteq HUMANS \wedge \phi \subseteq PROTOCOLS \wedge \phi \subseteq \phi \]

\[ \phi \subseteq AGENTS \wedge \phi \subseteq ROLES \wedge \phi \subseteq GROUPES \wedge \phi \subseteq HUMANS \wedge \phi \subseteq PROTOCOLS \wedge \phi \subseteq \phi \]

\[ \phi \subseteq AGENTS \wedge \phi \subseteq ROLES \wedge \phi \subseteq GROUPES \wedge \phi \subseteq HUMANS \wedge \phi \subseteq PROTOCOLS \wedge \phi \subseteq \phi \]

\[ \phi \subseteq AGENTS \wedge \phi \subseteq ROLES \wedge \phi \subseteq GROUPES \wedge \phi \subseteq HUMANS \wedge \phi \subseteq PROTOCOLS \wedge \phi \subseteq \phi \]

\[ \phi \subseteq AGENTS \wedge \phi \subseteq ROLES \wedge \phi \subseteq GROUPES \wedge \phi \subseteq HUMANS \wedge \phi \subseteq PROTOCOLS \wedge \phi \subseteq \phi \]

\[ \phi \subseteq AGENTS \wedge \phi \subseteq ROLES \wedge \phi \subseteq GROUPES \wedge \phi \subseteq HUMANS \wedge \phi \subseteq PROTOCOLS \wedge \phi \subseteq \phi \]

\[ \phi \subseteq AGENTS \wedge \phi \subseteq ROLES \wedge \phi \subseteq GROUPES \wedge \phi \subseteq HUMANS \wedge \phi \subseteq PROTOCOLS \wedge \phi \subseteq \phi \]

\[ \phi \subseteq AGENTS \wedge \phi \subseteq ROLES \wedge \phi \subseteq GROUPES \wedge \phi \subseteq HUMANS \wedge \phi \subseteq PROTOCOLS \wedge \phi \subseteq \phi \]

\[ \phi \subseteq AGENTS \wedge \phi \subseteq ROLES \wedge \phi \subseteq GROUPES \wedge \phi \subseteq HUMANS \wedge \phi \subseteq PROTOCOLS \wedge \phi \subseteq \phi \]

\[ \phi \subseteq AGENTS \wedge \phi \subseteq ROLES \wedge \phi \subseteq GROUPES \wedge \phi \subseteq HUMANS \wedge \phi \subseteq PROTOCOLS \wedge \phi \subseteq \phi \]

\[ \phi \subseteq AGENTS \wedge \phi \subseteq ROLES \wedge \phi \subseteq GROUPES \wedge \phi \subseteq HUMANS \wedge \phi \subseteq PROTOCOLS \wedge \phi \subseteq \phi \]

\[ \phi \subseteq AGENTS \wedge \phi \subseteq ROLES \wedge \phi \subseteq GROUPES \wedge \phi \subseteq HUMANS \wedge \phi \subseteq PROTOCOLS \wedge \phi \subseteq \phi \]

\[ \phi \subseteq AGENTS \wedge \phi \subseteq ROLES \wedge \phi \subseteq GROUPES \wedge \phi \subseteq HUMANS \wedge \phi \subseteq PROTOCOLS \wedge \phi \subseteq \phi \]

\[ \phi \subseteq AGENTS \wedge \phi \subseteq ROLES \wedge \phi \subseteq GROUPES \wedge \phi \subseteq HUMANS \wedge \phi \subseteq PROTOCOLS \wedge \phi \subseteq \phi \]
Refinement check: Dynamic constraints are very difficult to express and verify in B. A solution for checking such constraints is to use the refinement mechanism. The B refinement process of an abstract system may introduce new variables and new events in the resulting abstract system. The abstract system and its refinement are related by a gluing invariant. During the refinement, the non-determinism will be reduced. The preconditions have to be relaxed in order to take into account all possible cases. After the 11th refinement, the formal specification together with the refinement process gives an executable C code that is correct with respect to the specification. The demonstration of the proof obligations in each refinement provides evidence that related events fulfill the invariant predicates and correctness properties are formally proved. For example, a desired property for the subsystem Agent_Query is responsibility: at least one participant will respond to the call-for-proposal before a certain deadline:

\[
\text{cftp(query)\!\Rightarrow\!\!(\text{simi1 = 0}\!\&\!\text{simi2 = 0})\!\&\!\text{c_simi\!-\!ag_par}\!\Rightarrow\!0\!\&\!\text{deadline=DEADLINE}}
\]

Another approach of checking dynamic constraints, (Darlot, 2002), combines the Event B method with the temporal logic PLTL (Pruehli, 1981), whereas the temporal properties are verified by model checking, namely the SPIN tool.

EVALUATION OF THE FORMAL DEVELOPMENT

Here, we provide metrics about the formal specification and proof of the cases retrieval of IDSSSA. During this subsystem is entirely proved, a number of proof obligations are generated automatically, from the gluing invariant and the definitions of the abstract and concrete operations. This validation process we performed includes the verification of the abstract B system, interfaces between B models and non-B, the added proof rules and the translation of concrete B0 models into C source code. Table 1 synthesises a part of metrics related to the development.

There are 439 Proof Obligations (POs) in to prove to establish the consistency, 35 have to be proven with the Atelier B interactive prover. This means a 92% of automatic proof, which is a high rate and a good result. Over the remaining 35 POs, some of them, that the case for the operation machine and its refinements, are similar, which ease the manual proof process. After gradually introducing new variables and new events, more POs are produced in the specifications, as shown in Table 1, including the mathematics rules added by the programmer during the interactive proof.

| Table 1: A part of metrics on the formal specification and proof |
|-------------------|---------|---------|---------|--------|
| Lines of B        | 520     | 1650    | 1560    | 2090   |
| Basic modules     | 7       | 11      | 16      | 20     |
| Generated POs     | 439     | 2883    | 315     | 1537   |
| POs automatic proofs (%) | 92 | 96      | 91      | 52     |
| Lines of C code   | 112     | 380     | 407     | 430    |
| Workload (Men days) | 5    | 10      | 13      | 14     |

Table 2: Comparing between formal development and conventional development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Formal development</th>
<th>Conventional development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Errors discovered by reading</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Errors discovered by proof</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Errors discovered by testing</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main development (days)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proof activity (days)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing (days)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration (days)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One goal of the IDSSSA project is to compare formal and traditional development in order to show the benefits and drawbacks of using formal techniques in industry. For this reason, the cases retrieval subsystem was completed by two different teams with the same starting point: one used formal techniques and the other used traditional techniques. A test phase was provided to each development to check the correspondence between the informal requirements and the produced C code. Table 2 describe the elements of the comparison.

From the Table 2 it concluded that the formal development produces fewer errors than the traditional development, which indicates a better quality in terms of compliance with the original requirements. This is because the modelling activity requires a good understanding of the informal specification and a lot of work required by the refinement method and thus, reduces the risk of introducing errors.

Another significant different is testing time, proof activity time and the errors number found by testing between the two development methods. This means that although the formal development can save us testing time, the proof is very long and costly. However, this can be decreased if Atelier B is improved and particular rules as well as proof tactics are developed. If we manage to capitalize on experience obtained from previous developments, or to adopt a methodology dedicated to MAS applications, we should decrease the time consumed in the proof, or the development time required to build models. Moreover, even if the time and cost needed for the formal development are greater than those for a conventional development, it is worthwhile to be adopted in the development of safety-critical or life-critical systems, to guarantee the expected safety.

Accordingly, we have also shown that the formal methods are much more competitive with a strong
involvement in tool improvement and in methodologies. Experience gained in previous developments should improve our skills and speed up future developments too. And then, using formal methods could be a real advantage as it is no more costly than conventional development while providing high-quality code.

Finally, it needs to be emphasized that B method is more suitable for the development of our applications. Compared with other formal methods, an advantage of the B method, as well as Event B, is the iterative refinements, so specifications are developed in a top-down fashion. Another advantage is the component-based approach to developing the specifications, which maps well to component-based architectures and development methodologies. An additional strength of the B method is its tool support. From a B specification, we can generate code, analyze the correctness and perform an animator as well as proof of correctness. The ability to easily reuse specifications has also been cited as a plus to the B method and tools (Rouill et al., 2006).

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this study, we present a complete study on formal specification of MAS applications using Event B, with CNP as interactive protocol, based on a roles-based collaboration model. Then we prove the correctness of the specification and its refinement using Atelier B. In the end, the results of proof are analysed and evaluation of our method is presented.

Current works focus on the combination of model checkers with Event B to verify key properties of the cases retrieval of IDS SSA.

One of this future works is to import the reasoning mechanism such as the BDI model into our model. We also envisage the embedding of the Petri Nets or CSP into Event B to verify the liveness and safety in the communicating process. Another point, which would be interesting to study, is other techniques to simplify the increasing complexity of the modelling MAS and the method for the practical formal development of MAS.
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